
Chapter 1: Shopping Spree 

Sarah’s brother considered himself  to be Grace’s 
“favorite” uncle, and to secure this position, he 
scurried about town to collect only the finest toys 
to bring to her. But first, dandelions so he could 
teach Grace how to blow. In long rows, scarlet 
balls of  dandelion fluff-puffs sat above their 
fragile, clear stems.  

Turning to the florist, he asked, “How do these 
flowers survive in our below 0º temperatures?”  

In a jolly and booming voice, the florist replied, 
“These flowers are a breed created by the 
community called Septillicin that only grow in 
very cold temperatures. The breed was mixed with 
many plants so that it would bear fruit, grow tall 
and wide, and some lucky plants that were 
provided with the perfect amount of  everything 
that they needed would have carrot/potato roots 
and bear different kinds of  fruit, as well as grow 
bushy arms for nuts, watermelons, and more. This 
is how we, the population of  Dwinge, get our 
fruit and vegetables.”  



Uncle George yelled, “How interesting! No 
wonder everyone has enough food on this planet. 
I never see a single person asking for it! They get 
it right from the plants!” Then he muttered “So 
that's why everyone is so fat. Hahaha!”  

He picked a flower, set it into an empty spot, and 
poured onto it the 
MULTIPLYFLOWERPOWDER (MFP), which 
he always seemed to be carrying on his belt. In 
half  a minute, he had collected 32 flowers, and 
was still picking. He arranged them into a 
bouquet, and skipped out of  the flower shop. 

 Humming a happy tune, Uncle George skipped 
to the candy shop. Oh, there were milk chocolates, 
juicy gummies, watery gumdrops, sparkly tea 
candy, and so much more! He read 50 different 
labels, collecting one of  every type of  candy, but 
soon came upon a label he did not understand. 
Made straight from the summer grounds, it wrote. 
From the summer grounds, hmm… he thought. 
Then, he understood. Whooping with joy, he 
jumped up and down! The juices in the fresh 
smelling candy came from the ground, where in 
the Summer, the snow melted into many types of  
drinks. Of  course, Uncle George thought milk 
was the best, for his area allowed him to stuff  
himself  with milk every summer. He explained to 
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himself  that on the planet, everything was icy in 
Winter, and in the Summer, the ice melted and 
became an assortment of  drinks, which would be 
stowed until the next summer. Different areas 
produced different drinks, so areas like Maple Hill 
created mango juices. Other places like Willow 
County contained apple juices in their snow, and 
more and more.  

He remembered the year he had first tasted apple 
juice mixed with milk, which was when his older 
sister, Sarah, was still a huge prankster. Uncle 
George was young, less than five years old, and 
Sarah had tricked him into thinking that the light 
colored drink combo, (which he called apple milk) 
was just normal apple juice. She watched with 
delight as he drank it, as if  expecting something, 
but Uncle George had liked it. “More! More!” he 
had yelled that night, and Sarah yelped in horror at 
her prank’s backfire. That was part of  his album 
of  precious moments. 

That was also why Uncle George always thought 
Summer was the best time of  year; Winter was 
hard, because planets fought by crashing into each 
other in Winter. Spring was really fun, because 
anyone could stomp into slushy drinks on their 
way to school, before it was collected and stowed 
away. Fall was boring, because the citizens of  
Dwinge were forced to walk on hard grounds with 
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nothing soft for anyone to step on. It was also 
monotonous, because after drinking the same 
drink for the summer, you became tired of  it, and 
the snow trains that paved the roads, built the 
homes, and carried everything needed to wait until 
Winter’s first snow before they could work, and 
carry a new variety of  drinks to a new variety of  
places. He finished collecting his candies, laid 
them out on the ground, and used a pack of  
CANDY MIX to multiply the candies. He 
returned the original candies to their homes on 
the shelves, then used SHAPE YOUR STUFF to 
create a G-shaped enormous candy that contained 
the collected candies inside. Digging a piece of  
candy from the G candy, Uncle George tasted his 
concoction and nodded with delight. It was 
delicious! 

He placed it in a bag, and trotted to the toy store, 
where he entered the FINE EXPENSIVE TOYS 
FOR AMAZING KIDS section. He grabbed 
every toy in the aisle until completely empty, 
sprayed TEMPORARY DIMINISH on them, and 
delivered the big and normal toys back to their 
cabinets, putting the temporarily diminished ones 
in his bag, so they could fit to Grace’s house. On 
his way back, he saw the homes that were 
completely connected so that the families would 
be together, and the doors were open, with the 
sunshields up as to protect from the sun. 
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 At the farmer’s house, he fed the animals two 
milliliters of  SEG manipulation, and out plopped 
baby cows, pigs, and chickens, which he sprayed 
with SEG, the chemical that stabilized the 
temperature for them.  

The farmer saw him doing that, and yelled, 
“Thief! How dare you!” Uncle George, frozen 
with fear, spontaneously sprayed temporary 
diminish on the animals, grabbed them and ran, 
with the farmer glaring at him. He took them 
home to Sarah, and showed Grace how to blow 
dandelions, while she chewed down the candy, and 
played with the toys.  

She grinned broadly, her eyes shining with joy, and 
exclaimed to her uncle in a truthful voice, “You 
are my favorite uncle in the whole wide world!”  

Uncle George smiled, “Oh, yes. I know I am.” 
Together, they laughed, rolling on the ground, and 
from head to toe and a million miles around, they 
spread their happiness to everyone on Dwinge 
and everywhere else. 
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Chapter 2: Thunder and Lightning, Found and 
Lost Again  

The night after his shopping spree, Uncle George 
remembered himself  younger, with the occupation 
of  a prankster, and entertaining the guests by 
pulling pranks on his sister. A little girl appeared at 
his sister’s home that one stormy night, full of  
lightning that pierced the night sky accompanied 
with the rhythm that signified thunder and began 
the first movement of  Grieg’s first piano concerto. 
That day, he had heard a weak cry, so powerful 
and different that it could be heard over the 
storm. A busy lady, who could not stand any more 
pranks from her brother, melted as she saw what 
was making this sound. A small baby, who was 
pretty as could be, was thrashing in a small basket 
made of  thin straw. 

 Her eyes were closed, and as they opened, her 
body ceased moving, and almost immediately, the 
storm ceased. The lady, whose name was Sarah, 
pulled the basket in, and without any hesitation, 
picked up the baby. What mesmerizing feeling 
came sprinting through her mind, she could not 
tell, but Sarah, just from touching her, knew her 
name. Grace was kept in Sarah’s home for a few 
years, where she grew to understand Sarah. She 
grew taller and skinnier, but her cheeks were 
always red and rosy, meaning she was in good 
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health. Her eyes were big and blue, her hair was a 
light black, and her facial expressions contained 
four dimples when she smiled (almost always). But 
one day, Sarah received a letter that said that she 
was needed in Maple Hill, so she left, telling Grace 
not to worry, for she would be back by evening. 

 By the next day, Sarah, the kind and loving 
mother that brought Grace in at first thought, was 
still not back. Grace, now four, was a very smart 
little girl, even smarter than most adults, and she 
remembered the letter that was written to Sarah. 
She waddled to the table, saw it, and unlike most 
other four year olds, climbed onto the chairs, onto 
the table, and read the letter, even without being 
taught. It read this: Maple Hill has been bombed, 
Come quickly to help out. Signed, Patricia 
Johnson. Many a time before, Grace was told by 
Sarah about how Mrs. Johnson died a couple years 
ago from old age. She could not still be writing 
messages. Grace was a very thankful child, and she 
thought she needed to do something for Sarah, so 
she headed out, and that's when she saw a 
landform in the distance. 

 Seeing this landform in the distance, 
Grace, who heard from Sarah many times that if  
she saw a planet coming near, the best choice for 
her was to run. But Grace, whose heart was too 
full of  gratitude for her stepmother, acted fast. 
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She kept running towards Maple Hill, but the 
planet was also moving closer to her. Grace was 
alone, and after she realized how much danger she 
was in, she started heading back. But she was too 
late. Kaboom! Crack! Crack! Crash! Boom! Grace 
thought she saw a man in the distance, running 
towards her, but before she could yell for help, he 
slipped, and he fell off  the planet. He was on an 
asteroid! Grace realized what would happen to her 
soon, but before she could get away, she also fell 
off  the planet. Panicking, Grace was going to 
jump off  to grab for the snowy ice on the planet, 
but was whisked away into nothingness. 
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Chapter 3: Adapting to a New World 

The way Grace had been brought up, safe and 
sound and never having to be alone, she was left 
with little knowledge of  the outer world. The only 
situation she had ever encountered was when she 
was attacked by a pack of  lions back on Dwinge. 
Her babysitter had run, with the lions chasing her, 
but Grace, luckier, was seen by a mother cow 
wandering around the woods. She was carried to 
the nearest home and dropped at the doorstep. 
She cried the whole night and day, and finally, the 
door opened and she was collected by Sarah. So 
now, in her currently dire situation, Grace did not 
know or think of  anything she could do. If  Grace 
been taught a little, she may have yelled and called 
attention to herself, so as to be saved by citizens 
on Dwinge, but she knew nothing of  the sort. 

 Sobbing, the little girl whose heart had been filled 
to the brim with the purest love and joy, turned 
hard and cold, believing that it was the end of  her. 
She looked down, carved her name onto the 
asteroid she was on, and fainted. Meanwhile, a few 
minutes ago, Uncle George was walking to Grace’s 
house to check on her while Sarah was gone.  
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During that time, he suffered through the same 
misfortune, but when he saw who he thought was 
Grace walking towards him, he yelled as loud as 
he could, with tears in his eyes, “Leave while you 
can. You will surely die out here. Please, Grace, 
please.” But before he could plead more, he was 
being whisked away, and saw Grace also being 
whisked away.  

At his age, Uncle George developed the sense of  
being able to see in the dark. He scanned the 
darkness for Grace, saw her crying on her 
asteroid, and steered silently towards her. She 
suddenly fell, but the lack of  gravity held her aloft. 
Uncle George grabbed her, and while she was 
unconscious, Uncle George maneuvered to land in 
a watery area, which we know as Earth. Upon 
landing, Uncle George fell unconscious as well, 
for the impact caused him to faint, but he woke 
soon enough from the sound of  fire. He saw 
another rock in the distance, which was the source 
of  the fire. Grace was too near it, so he threw her, 
a rash but necessary thing to do, while he burned 
into the ashes of  the fire. However, he did not die, 
he just fell unconscious once more, and when the 
fire was gone, he woke up 64,999,983 years later. 
He saw a big rock in the distance, and when he 
saw it, he climbed onto it, and what he saw made 
him gasp. Carved into the stone was a name. 
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Grace. Grace. Grace. He started remembering. He 
started searching. He searched for sixteen years 
straight, traveling the distance of  the world. But it 
was no use. When he finally gave up, he climbed 
onto the same stone he was on sixteen years ago, 
and howled a long moaning cry, that only signified 
loss. Then, Grace awoke. She howled also. She ran 
towards him, and he, towards her. They found 
each other, and, looking around, explored the 
Earth together.  

Soon, both George and Grace realized that they 
would have to come up with a way to get the food, 
water, and shelter they needed. The heat 
emanating off  the ground of  Earth that was so 
different from the weather on Dwinge always 
made both aliens jumpy, as they were used to 
walking barefoot through snow. Soon, all ten toes 
and the flat of  both feet were roasted almost to 
the bone. Neither could stand this for any longer, 
but unfortunately they landed in Arizona, which 
was almost the hottest state in America, and were 
walking the miles of  the Mojave desert, towards 
California. Being the first almost humans on 
Earth, the land was bare.  

Soon, George and Grace were so exhausted they 
were unable to move, and even more exhausted of  
seeing the same thing over and over again. Then, 
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with a cry of  hope, Grace yelled, “I see something 
brown in the distance, Do you see it?” Uncle 
George saw, and a burst of  energy was just 
enough to get them to the tree. 

 There, they thought they saw what was a 
newborn Septillicin breed, because the first Joshua 
tree they had spotted looked exactly liked a 
newborn Septillicin tree. They saw rows and rows 
of  these trees, and behind each tree there was 
something darker about the sand.  

Uncle George timidly touched the darker spot, 
“Hey! Grace, come look. It’s much cooler now. 
Let’s set camp here.”  

“Kay, Uncle George! That's fine with me.”  

So, after setting camp, Grace fell  asleep, and so 
did Uncle George. The next morning, Uncle 
George awoke, so he could begin preparing 
breakfast. He looked up and saw something that 
looked nice. So, he climbed onto the Joshua tree, 
pricked himself  a thousand times, and then 
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jumped, caught a flying bird, and fell. Landing on 
the ground, he killed the bird with the knife he 
carried in the belt he always wore, and roasted him 
on the ground. He found a couple sticks, plucked 
them in the ground, and hung the bird from the 
sticks. It was not roasting. Uncle George found 
more sticks, and rubbed them together. A spark 
flew out, hit the bird, and it roasted to a crisp. He 
ate some, left half  for Grace, and ran out to hunt. 
When he came back, carrying a rabbit, two other 
birds, and a wolf, Grace was greedily chomping 
down the bird.  

“Delicious!” she exclaimed, and Uncle George 
chuckled.  

“I will roast our lunch, while you find some 
sticks.”  

Two hours later, Uncle George was done roasting 
the rabbit, which had given him much trouble, for 
it did not roast until half  an hour later, when he 
found that he could just rub the sticks against the 
ground to start a fire. Grace came back and 
counted out 289 sticks, which she used to make 
the house. After lunch, Uncle George started 
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hunting for dinner, and Grace sewed the furs that 
Uncle George had not cooked into wonderful 
clothes, good for the cool temperatures. This 
routine continued for five years straight, until one 
day, Uncle George made a huge mistake. 
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Chapter 4: Communicating a Surprise 

Uncle George was in bed, and it was 3:30 AM. He 
heard a rustling in the leaves, so he sleepily 
trudged over to investigate. Still not fully awake, 
he saw what he thought was a large animal, and 
scared it off. He took what he thought was a knife 
out from the belt that contained everything he had 
and needed, and sleepily waved it in front of  the 
animal. It rolled away, and Uncle George went 
back to bed. The next morning, he awoke extra 
early. A weird dream had occurred the last night. 
He had fought away an animal that rolled! That 
was strange. He cracked an eye open and looked 
over at Grace, but instead found a pile of  big and 
whining gummy bears. Then, magically, a gummy 
bear of  them hopped towards him. Realizing they 
were not gummy bears, he wondered what they 
were. They had little button noses and peachy 
yellow skin. They were hugging each other to keep 
the heat. They would have been shivering if  it 
were not for their abnormally thick hair that 
seemed to be seeping even out of  their ears. 
Great! At least now he could scream in terror and 
they most definitely would not hear his shrill cries.  
He shoved them off  Grace and while she was still 
sleeping, he tried to figure out how they had 
gotten there.  
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Half  an hour later, he realized with a jolt of  worry 
that his dream was real, the animal he had seen 
was Grace, and instead of  taking a knife and 
scaring Grace away, he had sprayed her with SEG. 
He looked in his bottle, and sure enough, it 
weighed less than before. He still was confused. 
There were so many babies, there was usually only 
one. Then he realized another thing. SEG 
manipulation had never been sprayed on anything 
other than animals, therefore it must have been 
different, and caused multiple babies! He also 
realized that half  were coughing. Then, a coughing 
baby fainted. Through a test he had learned from 
Sarah, he found that the baby’s life span was only 
300 years! The human test of  SEG had gone very, 
very wrong. How was he ever going to hunt 
enough food for everyone? How would Grace sew 
enough clothing for every single baby? If  Sarah 
were there, she would know, but unfortunately, she 
was not there, unless… 

“Grace, wake up. Please, this is an emergency. 
Come on, Grace. Move it!” 

“Huh? What is it, Uncle George?” a sleepy voice 
belonging to Grace murmured.  

“Wake up! Hurry.”  
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“Okay, I’m comin’.” Grace muttered under her 
breath. 

Looking around nervously, Grace jumped with a 
start, “What are those things doing here?”  

Uncle George said, “They are SEG manipulations 
of  you, Grace. I am sorry to say, but during the 
night, a mistake of  mine was made, where I 
accidentally sprayed you with a chemical that 
creates manipulations of  living things. It is used 
for animals, so that each 200 milliliters of  it create 
one pig, cow, sheep, etc. But I sprayed just a little 
on you and 29 babies popped out. I woke you 
because with your help, I may be able to contact 
Sarah. We just need to get as high up as we can.” 

 So the pair climbed the tallest Joshua tree, and 
Uncle George instructed, “Now, think long and 
hard for your happiest memory of  being with 
Sarah. I will do the same. Now, in that moment, 
focus on Sarah, and if  she happens to be thinking 
about us, we can reach her.”  
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“Great!” replied Grace. “I’ll do my best.”  

So five minutes later, the sky turned thundery and 
cloudy, and a person was seen walking in the sky.  

“Sarah!” Uncle George yelled, “Can you hear 
me?”  

“George?” was the response. “Where are you, 
George? I’ve been searching everywhere.”  

George commanded, “Think of  your happiest 
moment with Grace and I, and focus on both of  
us, and you will see where we are.”  

Grace added, “Remember the dandelion fluff  
blowing contest, or everyone eating their own 
letter candy.”  

Sarah said, “Okay, I see you on top of  a newborn 
Septillicin, and you are wearing trousers and a thin 
fabric T-Shirt. Young man, what do you think you 
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are doing climbing trees and wearing the clothes 
that don’t exist on our planet? And Grace, I am 
disappointed with you. I thought you were smarter 
than that!”  

Grace pouted, so the sky returned to normal.  

George turned and looked down at her scrunchy 
nose, “You cannot be sad, Grace, or we will lose 
connection. We shall try again.” 

 Grace answered in a reproachful voice, “Fine. But 
that woman hates me now.”  

“No she doesn’t, she’s just angry.” 

 So, reconnecting, Sarah apologized, and Uncle 
George explained, “Now, Sarah, we were looking 
for you on a night over 60 million years ago, but a 
planet hit us and we rode on an asteroid down to 
Earth. Both of  us were in the same misfortune. 
We awoke from impact 65 million years later, and 
last night, by accident, I sprayed Grace with SEG 
manipulation, and now we have 29 babies crawling 
around on the ground. What shall we do?”  
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Sarah exclaimed, “My, my! Train the babies to help 
you, and soon you can send them off  on their 
own.”  

“Sure, it’s easy to buy candy and multiply it on 
Dwinge. But how are we supposed to look after all 
29?” uncle George gushed.  

Sarah replied, “Well, what do you have on Earth 
that you can use?” 

 “Well, we have a few sticks, and a few of  each 
animal like a rabbit, a bug, a bird, a wolf, and 
occasionally, if  we are lucky, I see the majestic 
lion. There are so many animals, but we’ve almost 
eaten everything.” replied Uncle George.  

“You have SEG manipulation, correct?” asked 
Sarah. “If  so, catch an animal of  each kind and 
spray SEG manipulation on it.” 

 “What if  I run out of  SEG?” asked Uncle 
George.  

“You should have learned already that you can 
make more SEG by shaping the MFP (Multiply 
Flower Powder) with your Shape your stuff  into 
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the letters S-E-G. Then you pour a pack of  
Temporary diminish sauce onto the Multiply 
Flower Powder that you have shaped with your 
Shape Your Stuff  powder. Then, once you have 
minimized your concoction, you multiply it not in 
size but in quantity, using the remaining SEG. 
Once you’ve made enough, pour the powder into 
your SEG bottle. Let it sit overnight. By morning, 
the bottle should be full. But remember, never 
create any SEG and leave the bottle cap on. The 
pressure will cause a growth in quantity, cause the 
cap to disintegrate, and the bottle will overflow.” 

 Losing connection, Uncle George and Grace 
worked together to hunt for each animal to spray 
with SEG. They ran out, so Grace was forced to 
make more, but did not quite remember what 
Sarah had spoken that very afternoon. She tried 
her best to do everything correctly, but in the end, 
was so tired that she forgot to aerate the bottle 
overnight, which would cause a misfortune to 
occur the very next day. 
  
After sleeping for eleven hours, Uncle George’s 
eyes popped open to investigate the results of  the 
SEG creation. Outside were opened cages that 
rattled with Uncle George’s scream. He trudged 
reluctantly outside, and screamed when he realised 
that the animals had come out of  their cages. He 
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saw the mature ones licking a puddle of  SEG that 
overflowed out of  the bottle. Remembering that 
he saw the night before that Grace forget to 
remove the bottle cap, Uncle George sighed and 
thought that they would have enough food at 
least. By the time he woke up Grace and came out 
again, there was a silence that was not there 
before.  

Defeated, Uncle George said, “Well, I’ll be 
hunting again, I guess.” Uncle George reluctantly 
muttered to Grace, and he left with a knife in his 
belt.  

He found the oldest of  every animal huddled 
against the same big tree, where they were almost 
unconscious. They drank too much SEG. Uncle 
George ran home with the animals in hand, and 
sprayed them with nearly every drop of  SEG. The 
small ones ran away, but he killed the older 
animals with the knife. Since there were so many 
and they were so big, he caught enough food for 
his babies that would last for almost 42 years. 
Each day, Grace made more SEG, and each day, 
more animals came and drank from the bottles left 
out. Soon, in every direction, the luscious trees 
and animals started to overpopulate the land; 
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Grace, Uncle George, and the 29 babies were 
forced to move away to California, next to the 
oceans, where eventually, the animals crept over, 
and Uncle George provided his family of  31 with 
enough food and water.  

Weirdly, the animals kept growing even though 
there was no SEG. This fascinating idea 
introduced Uncle George to the wonderful and 
engrossing ideology of  evolution, a type of  magic 
he had never seen before. 
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Chapter 5: A Trip Across the Planet 

A clear blue sky hovered above the horizon with 
puffy white clouds that danced in George’s gaze. 
Often would there be an incident where Uncle 
George would play the role of  Superman when 
Grace was about to drown in the dazzling blue 
oceans, always waving to say hello to the 
newcomers. After about five times of  Grace 
almost dying, Uncle George decided to teach 
Grace to swim, not knowing that the water was 
infested with completely new life forms, forms 
that were fierce.  

So, the next day, he took Grace into the water. 
First, he taught her how to float: “So, kick up your 
feet, and push up your belly. That way, you can 
float where you can breathe.” Once Grace 
mastered this, he taught her to kick her feet to stay 
aloft on her stomach, and wave her arms, so that 
she could move in the water. After a few tries, she 
swam with great talent and grace.  
  
Meanwhile, underneath the water, the swift 
shadows known as sharks smelled dinner. They 
sniffed to the surface, saw it, and a sneak attack 
from behind gave them it. The shrill cries and 
poundings on the roof  of   a specific shark gave 
him an uncomfortable feeling. Grace was in his 
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mouth, and as he bit down, everything stopped. 
He swallowed, but Grace was not dead. Just 
unconscious like before. Uncle George, on the 
other hand, was a much faster and stronger 
swimmer than Grace, who was a novice. Sharks 
were chasing him, but he needed to save Grace, so 
he headed into the water.  

Losing the sharks behind, Uncle George 
screamed, “Grace! Grace. Come back. Please 
Grace… Come on!” but there was no answer. 
Uncle George sank in tears, and cried himself  to 
sleep, unaware and not remembering of  the babies 
he left behind.  
  
For both Grace and George, the waves were the 
heroes. In a miracle, Uncle George was washed 
onto the shore of  what we call China, and Grace 
was too small to be eaten, so she was thrown into 
the deeper ocean, and yet another fish swallowed 
her, which was old, and died the next month. Safe 
in the body of  this fish, the waves brought Grace 
to China, next to where Uncle George lay. 
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Chapter 6: A Voyage Around the World 

Uncle George awoke before Grace did. The land 
was again bare, except for trees and grasses. He 
saw the fish next to him, and picked it up for 
dinner. It was so heavy he was panting by the time 
he let it drop. He opened its mouth and found 
Grace in it. Tenderly, he picked up Grace and set 
her aside. Once he finished cleaning Grace and 
himself  up, he looked for the sticks needed to 
start a fire. He gave up three hours after not being 
able to find any, and threw a temper tantrum in 
frustration: 42 long shrill cries that sounded like 
the screech of  a mean teacher’s fingernails on the 
chalkboard. His fingernails dug into the ground as 
his tears pounded onto them like it was raining 
cats and dogs. Then, his long fingernails hit 
something hard; he found something very rare 
under the ground. Iron. Wiping his eyes, Uncle 
George’s vision cleared so he could see a firm 
piece of  black material, much better for digging 
than his fingernails. Pulling it out of  the ground, 
he found it was even heavier than the fish, and he 
dropped it immediately again. Figuring that it 
would take a long long time for him to gain 
enough muscle for carrying the iron, Uncle 
George knew a light bulb needed to pop up in his 
head. And a very bright light appeared, indeed. 
Spraying SEG and temporary diminish on the 
iron, Uncle George dug so much up that he could 
build tools. He built a two bitted axe, that was very 
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easy to use for tree cutting. Uncle George cut 
fourteen trees in two hours (a world record), and 
then made a raft that could carry an occupancy of  
two back to the other babies. 

 The trip back to the babies was a very 
very challenging one. Grace, for one, was taking 
up so much space on the raft when she was 
unconscious that 70 percent of  Uncle George’s 
body was on top of  the water. Also, the cracks in 
the raft made it very uncomfortable, although 
fortunately, the raft did not sink. 

 At last, after three days on the raft, George saw 
land. “Land Ho!!!!!!!!!!!!” he yelled with joy, 
jumping up and down, forgetting he was on the 
raft. From his weight, the raft tipped, and Grace 
fell. Uncle George, coming back to his senses, saw 
this, and jumped into the ocean. He was still so 
excited that he towed Grace back to the shore of  
California, leaving the raft in the middle of  the 
ocean.  
  
A larger surprise awaited him. He found his 
babies, the girls and the boys, but many were sick 
and thin. One coughed and then closed his eyes 
forever right in Uncle George’s lap. There was 
something going on. Then, a roar filled the blue 
sky. The largest animal Uncle George had ever 
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seen was pacing in front of  him. He took out his 
knife, and the animal charged. Uncle George 
jumped high over the lion’s head, landed softly 
behind him, and stabbed the lion, leaving the knife 
inside. He counted his babies to make sure none 
of  them were taken from the lions, yet counted 42 
babies. They, instead of  losing population, were 
more numerous than before. A couple centuries 
ago, he pondered this only for a short while when 
the animals had still grown without SEG before, 
but now it was really becoming a problem. He 
recalled Sarah telling him about something. 
Something that started with an E, that would 
occur to life forms. Looking back at an 
unconscious Grace, he then realized that he would 
have to teach Grace so much about babysitting in 
order for life to work on Earth. 
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Chapter 7: Sarah’s Plan 
  
 Meanwhile… back on Dwinge… A new 
rocket ship that could blast anywhere in the Milky 
Way had been everywhere on the news. Sarah, 
clutching a copy of  the paper in her hand, thought 
about how she had attempted to contact her long-
lost relatives at least twenty-one times but had 
gotten no answer. It had been 67 million years 
since she’d last seen them. She wondered what 
Grace looked like now. Was she dead? What had 
happened all those years ago? She wondered how 
her brother was doing, if  he was still foolish 
enough to get himself  killed, if  he was already 
dead. Sarah knew she had to do something, at 
least contact them to see how Uncle George and 
Grace were doing. If  she had the ability to get 
herself  to Earth so she could see them personally, 
then anything was possible; pigs might even fly. 
Awoken from her daydream by the snow train  
hooting hello, Sarah looked down at her 
newspaper. It was a normal day, nothing unusual 
in the news, until she came upon the Astronomics 
section.  

There written on the newspaper read, “DAEB 
(Dwinge’s Astronomy Exploration Base) has 
released its new Topet Rocket. According to 
Emerpus Remonortsa, founder of   DAEB,  the 
new Topet Rocket can fly anywhere in the Milky 
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Way.” Sarah became dizzy, she might actually be 
able to visit George and Grace. She read on, “This 
new rocket will come into display on 2424 Apple 
Jukes, Willow County. Those who attend will get a 
sneak peak in the rocket and a tour of  all 
therooms with our expert commander , Monsieur 
Tacyderacs, pronounced To-he-dur-ahs. Come to 
the display, Monday, and we’ll blast you off  on an 
adventure.” Sarah’s plan was that she would get 
into the ship on the tour, and in the control room, 
she would accidentally bump into the blast-off  
button, and she would be off. She would also have 
a private commander to guide her. So, on Monday, 
Sarah hired a Snow Train to get her to her tour on 
2424 Apple Jukes, Willow County. Unfortunately, 
there were so many people that Emerpus 
Remonortsa decided that there would now be two 
people on the tour at a time.  
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Chapter 8: Mrs. Rethom, Captain Tacyderas, and 
Sarah 

 Mrs. Rethom had searched every acre 
over the planet for her little girl, and had not 
found her yet. She decided to start searching 
farther distances; maybe a miracle would happen. 
Coincidentally, Mrs. Rethom was on the same tour 
as Sarah and had the same plan. Sarah was in front 
of  her, and did blast the whole rocket into the air, 
but Captain Tacyderacs grabbed her and held her, 
pinned against the wall. She screamed and yelled, 
but Captain Tacyderacs did not want to be on the 
rocket when it blasted off. Luckily, Mrs. Rethom 
was controlling the rocket, and threatened to press 
the self-destruct button if  he didn't get off  Sarah. 
He sat down in defeat as Sarah ran over to thank 
Mrs. Rethom. In ten minutes, they had become 
the best of  friends. Deciding not to tell Mrs. 
Rethom about Grace and George, Sarah suggested 
that they should land on Earth first. Mrs. Rethom 
agreed, thinking it would be a bit of  help to have a 
partner on the trip. The rocket ship did not have 
any real landing gear, so Captain Tacyderacs told 
the three that they should jump off  with the 
parachutes, also a new invention. Jumping off  the 
aircraft, the three landed. Sarah first, then Mrs. 
Rethom, and at last, nearly an hour later, Captain 
Tacyderacs.  
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Sarah asked, “What in the world took you so long 
to get down here? We’ve been waiting here for like 
hours!”  

“Not true at all! I was merely trying to be safe, so 
that I would not fracture any bones, or hit 
anything hard when coming down.” answered 
Captain Tacyderacs.  

“Such idiots, these men really are.” Sarah muttered 
under her breath. Mrs. Rethom, not interested in 
bickering, merely listening along as part of  her act, 
decided to butt in.  

In a gentle yet firm voice, she asserted, “Let's start 
exploring. This place that we have landed in seems 
to be filled with life forms! I think we can learn 
something new, for sure in the place!”  

Sarah agreed, but Captain Tacyderacs screamed 
before covering his mouth, “Are you crazy! How 
can you explore and  be so light when we have no 
ride home? I think we ought to run and find a 
hiding spot and wait until someone sees us! That’s 
the best way to survive here.”  
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“Fine! Stay here and hide, We are leaving.” Sarah 
and Mrs. Rethom replied in unison.  

Marching off, Sarah and Mrs. Rethom left no 
choice for Mr. Tacyderacs but to follow. The three 
had been walking around for eleven  days, until 
Sarah heard screams in the distance.  

“Uh Oh! There are screams. We better run.” yelled 
Captain Tacyderas. 

 “No Way. I’m going to check it out,” Mrs. 
Rethom exclaimed with excitement. “Let’s go!”  

Sarah started running towards the sound, and in 
no time, she saw Uncle George fighting off  a lion. 
From behind a bush, she watched as he fought it 
off  and killed it, and when he was finished, Sarah 
saw the tone of  his eye change from silly to 
concerned, and there in that direction he was 
looking at a little girl, Grace, who was lying 
unconscious. Sarah stood up, and called for Uncle 
George. He turned to her, and ran over screaming 
with excitement at his older sister’s appearance, 
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and giving her a great big hug. But Sarah’s eyes 
were not on her brother, but rather on Mrs. 
Rethom. She had this dreamy look in her eyes, 
and, the next moment, after Sarah blinked, she 
was shouting absurd questions into Grace’s 
sleeping ear: “Where is she, where did she go? 
What did you do to her?!” 

When Grace opened her eyes, the first thing she 
saw were three familiar, concerned faces, and one 
man standing silently in the back, a father that 
Grace had loved so dearly before she had been 
lost by a young babysitter, only about eleven years 
old, and dropped in the woods. 

 “You better start talking, Mrs. Rethom. 
You seem to have a lot to tell us,” Sarah 
murmured. 
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Chapter 9: New Friends 
“About seventy million years ago, I had to attend a 
meeting with my dear friend Grace’s aunt. Her 
name was Eitong but I had forgotten that I had 
scheduled a babysitting appointment with Mr. 
Tacyderas so I told my eleven year old daughter to 
babysit Grace for me. She was obedient and did 
just what I asked. And when Tacyderas said it was 
time for grace’s walk, my daughter followed 
orders. I don’t know what happened next, but she 
never came back. The only thing she left behind 
was a book she’d written titled, The Melted 
Breakdown, which later I almost burned because it 
reminded me of  her. But before I could burn it, 
my butler stopped me by saying this book is 
important, so I should keep it because it was my 
only memory of  my wonderful daughter. I kept it 
safe, and I have it here with me in my coat pocket. 
I searched all over our home planet for 80,000 
years straight, every centimeter, just in case the 
doomed Fate had turned her into an ant. But I 
never found her after I searched 21 times around 
the world. So I decided that I would have to give 
up, until I saw that newspaper article just four days 
ago. I thought that maybe if  I got off  the planet, I 
might find her on some other planet. So I was 
going to accidentally bump into the control blast-
off  button and accidentally blast off  the rocket so 
I could reach a different planet, but Sarah bumped 
into the button before me.” 
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Sarah replied, “Well, I was also searching for some 
people; my brother here, George, and adopted 
daughter Grace. Surprisingly, that was my plan 
too! I found it better to keep that secret just in 
case my plan would be foiled if  anyone knew. 
That’s why I didn’t tell you in the beginning. 
Maybe things would have gone a lot smoother if  
we had known each other’s intentions to begin 
with.” 

Rethom, “Yes, I thought you might have 
accidentally bumped and blasted us off, but 
according to you, you had the same plan and we 
were both searching for people.” 

Sarah, “I have found the people I was looking for 
and you saved me from Tacyderas’ grass. So I 
think I owe you something. How about we help 
you search for your daughter?” 

Mrs. Rethom replied, “Well, that would be so nice 
of  you. Would you really?” 

“Well of  course!” they all replied, “You helped 
Sarah so we’ll help you.” 

Then, Mrs. Rethom asked, “But then where shall 
we start? I have no clue.” 
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Uncle George replied, “Yes you do. You’re 
carrying the very best clue that we can ever get.” 
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Chapter 10: Finding RJ 

Rethom took out her book and Grace noted that 
she had seen the text before, that RJ had told her a 
secret that she could never tell to anyone. Rethom 
assured Grace that she could tell the secret, and 
that no respect would be lost between them.  

Grace, “Well if  it’s okay with her mother, then it’ll 
be okay with her. She told me that there was a 
secret life message written in the book that she 
was very proud of, and I could never tell anyone. 
But before she could finish, she was frightened by 
the lions and chased away. I do not know where 
she is now.” 

“Well, shall we start now?” inquired Uncle 
George.  

“Oh, yes! Please! I am missing my daughter more 
by the minute,” replied Mrs. Rethom.  

So, the eight eyes searching, and an especially 
extraordinary child’s eyes their lenses came 
together and slowly but surely worked out the 
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message. The majority of  the work was done by 
Sarah, who was the smartest of  the group. She 
asked for RJ’s favorite number, which was 21. The 
book only had two chapters, which were divided 
by a page spacer. The 21st word of  the first 
chapter was wrong. The twenty first word of  the 
second chapter was messsage. Together, it read 
wrong message. It was time to take another route. 
Every 21 letters created a longer message. It read: 
WroNg rOuTe, bUt AlmOsT ThERe. OnE MOre 
tRY anD YoU WilL bE ThEre. So, the last time, 
Grace solved it. By writing down every 21st word, 
there was a clear message: If  ever lost, Find me at 
Earth. I will Be in a place called Terra est plena 
formis.  

“Well! I never expected her Latin was that good!” 
exclaimed Mrs. Rethom. “The only words that she 
ever learned from me were ‘where when, how, and 
why!” 

“Well, if  you know Latin, you can translate this, 
am I correct?” asked Uncle George. 

“I only knew those words: where, when, how, and 
why. On Dwinge, Latin was the newest language 
so I didn’t get to study it too much. But I know 
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the end of  the message is Latin because it makes 
the same sounds,” answered Mrs. Rethom 

“Daddy knows how to speak Latin” Grace 
exclaimed. “He knows every single word!” 

Captain Tacyderas had snoozed off, and now, 
Sarah was yelling at him louder than 200 elephants 
combined. Groggily wiping his eyes, Captain 
Tacyderas jumped to his feet. “Huh! Where am I? 
I think I should run.” Grace told him what was 
happening and he told them that Terra est plena 
formis meant: Land of  the Kangaroos.  

“Kangaroos! Well, I saw one just a few days ago. 
We can swim there,” Uncle George explained. 

“Swim!” exclaimed Captain Tacyderas, “That’s way 
too dangerous.” 

“We can build a boat. We’ll need a big one to carry 
the babies rolling around on the beach,but we 
have two able bodied men, and almost 30 young 
men waiting to be taken care of.” said Sarah, 
taking leadership. “Grace, you help Mrs. Rethom 
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babysit the young babies, and I will chop wood. 
That sounds like a good plan.” 

The group muttered in agreement and shuffled 
off  to do their bidding. Sarah dug eleven  sticks of  
iron from the ground, and made the axes for 
cutting trees. She threw two over to George and 
the captain, while Grace and Mrs. Rethom 
entertained the babies. Captain Tacyderas was an 
expert at tree cutting. He ran from 50 yards away, 
and hit a row of  trees with all his strength. They 
fell over like Dominoes. George had also gained a 
technique. The iron was great for digging, so he 
dug underneath the roots and down the tree fell. 
These were almost impossible deeds, but these 
were two extremely strong men. Sarah was also 
very strong. She sharpened the iron, and cut the 
tree trunks into slices. Then, using her bare hands, 
she broke the woods into fine bricks, very heavy 
bricks. Seeing that Grace was the only babysitter 
charming the young babies, she told Mrs. Rethom 
to make something sticky, Using a mixture of  
CANDYCOALS, Mrs, Rethom made a candy 
using water and sand, with a little bit of  tree bark 
and thin pieces of  iron. She mixed  her items into 
the candy coals bag, shook ten times, and poured 
the mixture on a slab of  bark. She spit on it ten 
times, and then pulled the hair off  a baby. She 
started to cry, but it grew back almost immediately, 
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and with Grace’s help, it was laughing harder than 
ever the next minute.  
Amazed at how much hair she had gotten, Mrs. 
Rethom took everything in the mixture into the 
bag, shook it twenty times, and then poured her 
SEG on it. Soon, there were 113 bags of  candy, 
which served as excellent glue, as it was stickier 
than superglue.  The next day, everything was 
ready, and the boat could fit the entire population 
of  Earth. The loading took the longest. The 
youngest babies insisted on being carried by 
Grace, who was not strong at all, unlike her father. 
So, it took the entire day to load, and by the next 
day, the babies had crawled out. Then, Grace had 
an idea. She picked up a baby, was picked up by 
Captain Tacyderas, and situated the baby into the 
boat. Sarah and Mrs. Rethom were on the boat 
blocking the exit. The babies had also allowed 
uncle George to pick them up, he found out, so 
with the men and the little girl’s help, the boat 
took off, and arrived in China the next day.  

Since there were so many people, the paddling 
went very fast, but the babies were getting sick. To 
speed up the process, Uncle George offered to 
tow the boat, so his leg was tied to the boat, and 
he sent the boat at double the speed it had been 
before. Grace was very compassionate, so she also 
decided to help. She, along with Sarah, moved by 
Grace’s love, both helped tow the boat, allowing it 
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to arrive in half  the time. At the shore, a strange 
girl raised her head to see her mother running 
towards her. She ran also, towards her mother, and 
their happy moment was concluded by a warm 
embrace, that seemed to be enhanced by the misty 
morning sunrise, and the four mysterious 
tagalongs. 
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Chapter 11: Hurry, Dwinge, Hurry! 

When this short moment of  pure joy was over, RJ 
introduced her small shelter to the five others. It 
was shaped like a cone and made of  many long 
sticks of  wood. It looked like a teepee, but RJ 
called it her Makan Dafi (Arabic). There were too 
many people, however, for this teepee to carry. It 
could only fit two people inside, so Sarah and 
Uncle George were forced to build their own 
teepee. Captain Tacyderas and Grace would also 
needed a teepee, and everyone would need to help 
build the babies’ extra teepee, which had a door, 
so they could get in and out. So, they learned how 
to build a sturdy home from RJ and built their 
homes. To make the homes animal proof, there 
was no door. The only way to get into the homes 
was the ladder, on the center tree that RJ had 
built.  On top of  the ladder, there was a monkey, 
and he was eating a banana. It reminded Sarah of  
how they, at the bottom of  the ladder, were 
climbing to create life, and how she would need to 
teach Grace and George about evolution, starting 
from the ladder. RJ was a very agile and far 
jumper, her teepee was very close to the ladder, 
and she placed a soft cushion on the roof  of  her 
teepee, so when she landed, she could lower 
herself  a little and jump down. 
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Mrs. Rethom and Sarah said it was dangerous, 
Grace and Uncle George thought it was a great 
idea, and Captain Tacyderas suggested it was too 
scary, so RJ suggested to build a skyline powered 
by gravity and wind. For some reason, the wind 
level was very very strong, and always blowing 
South, where RJ’s shelter was. The shelter was 
shorter than the trees, so she built a skyline of  a 
string of  slippery animal sinew that would not 
break even if  5000 pounds of  pressure level was 
added to it. She attached her mother’s ring shaped 
earring, loose enough to move, but not too loose 
that it would move very fast, to a rounded iron 
bar, big enough for two people to sit on, and two 
straps on the side to hold onto. Hanging the 
earring on the slide, she sat down and took off. 
Reaching her teepee, she jumped down to build a 
pulley seat that could be lowered down.  

A stick would stick out from the teepee, and she 
would pull on the stick, causing the chair to come 
up. The other person sitting on the chair with 
someone would lower the stick slowly,  until the 
he came down, and then, from inside the teepee, 
the person who had already come down would 
push on the stick, so the chair would rise and the 
other person could come down. RJ was an 
excellent and creative inventor, so this is what she 
built for the three teepees. Sarah and Uncle 
George shared a skyline, RJ and Mrs. Rethom 
shared one, and Grace and her father shared one, 
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which would lead to the homes they had built. 
The first five  days were spent relaxing in their 
homes. Three times a day, one of  the groups 
would need to bring food and water to the babies, 
and make sure they were okay, but then, RJ 
decided to show off  her invention, which would 
give her teammates a large step in their futures.  

“I have a surprise for you guys! Meet me at our 
ladder tomorrow when the sun points northwest,” 
she said. So, on Thursday, the three groups 
appeared at the ladder, except for RJ.  

She came five minutes later carrying a small item 
covered by a rabbit skin. She opened it, then 
punched a few buttons in, saying she was typing 
the password. The item inside, apparently shaped 
like a box, opened and RJ took out  a little cup, 
with some wires attached to the bottom. There 
was a round ring magnet levitating next to the 
wires, and many small magnets under the large 
one, writing a word, Dwinge. RJ explained that 
she had been working on a communication system 
with Dwinge so that they would come save her, 
until Mrs. Rethom had come. Now that each and 
every one of  them loved Earth so much, she 
wanted to use it to contact Dwinge so that the 
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population of  Dwinge could come. RJ was a very 
creative child, but her inventions were always 
imperfect. Luckily, Uncle George had very sly 
fingers, and knew exactly what to do.  

“I am sorry, RJ, but you will need to get rid of  
these Dwinge letters underneath the big magnet. 
And then, curve the wires so that they are 
touching the magnets from the sides. You need a 
smaller cup for the sound to travel faster, or else it 
would take almost a century for a single lonesome 
word to get to Dwinge.” Since RJ did not 
understand how to fix the machine as well as 
Uncle George, he did it, bending and twisting the 
wires, and pulling the magnets spelling Dwinge 
off. Then, RJ gave him a much smaller cup, which 
he attached to the wire, until finally, it was 
finished. 

“Ahem...Dwinge, this is a message from Earth. 
There are six people stranded on Earth, and many, 
many babies.” 
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Epilogue 

I’m in Washington D.C. at the Natural History 
Museum, gaping at a teepee from 2,000BC. My 
mom taps me on the shoulder, saying it’s time to 
go. But I want to stay and study a bit longer. I see 
statues of  people standing around that same 
teepee. There are two small babies and two young 
girls. There are two grown men and two grown 
ladies. I see a forest in the distance, but one tree 
stands out to me. And right next to the tree… 
there is a monkey eating a banana.  
I had been reading a book about primates right 
before I came to the museum, and now, I 
pondered the monkey and what it symbolized. I 
rest my case on a ladder, symbolizing the road to 
evolution.  
My mother pulls me into the next room. I see a 
device labeled as an old telephone, used in the 
1800s. I’d come from a room with statues of  the 
Native Americans to a room with Samuel B. 
Morse standing in front of  me. I sneak back to the 
doorway between the pioneer room and the 1800s. 
I name the people standing next to the tree… 
George.. Sarah… Grace… C. Tacyderas 
(Scaredycat)… Rethom… RJ (Rethom Junior), 
(some of  which appear in the book). 

I’m being pulled away again.  
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I see statues of  modern people, fashion models, 
cell phones, cars, and more. But, the entire time, 
my mind obsesses over what would have needed 
to happen to George, Grace, Sarah, C. Tacyderas 
(Scaredycat), Mrs. Rethom, and RJ (Rethom 
Junior), in order for them to become what is 
standing in front of  me.  

I exit the museum, and take quick notes of  this 
idea, and when I come back to California, I plan 
to write this concept in a book: my masterpiece of  
artwork. 
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